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CIRCULAR 
To 

The chief Secretary of all States/ UTs 

Subject: Withdrawing letter dated 06.08.2020 for closure of slaughter houses on the 
occasion of Paryushan Parva- reg. 

Sir/Madam, 

With reference to the above cited subject, the Board has issued a letter bearing No. 6- 
1 /2020-21 / Advisory dated 06.08.2020 (copy enclosed) vide which it is requested for the 
closure of slaughter houses on the auspicious occasion of Paryushan Parva from 15.08.2020 
to 24.08.2020. 

2. It is submitted that, it has been brought to the knowledge of the Board through various 
representations received via telephonic calls and other platform that Hon 'ble Supreme Court 
Judgement dated 14.03.2008 (copy enclosed) in the matter of Hinsa Virodhak Sangh Vs 
Mirzapur Moti Kuresh Jamat & Ors. has been very evidently misinterpreted by specific sect of 
public representative who highlighted this to the Board and on the basis of which the circular 
dated 06.08.2020 was issued. 

3. The Hon'ble Supreme Court Judgement dated 14.03.2008 in the matter of Hinsa 
Virodhak Sangh Vs Mirzapur Moti Kuresh Jamat & Ors. stated that the resolution of the 
Municipal corporation of Ahmedabad for closure of slaughter houses for 9 days is held to be 
valid in the view that from long period of time the slaughter houses have been closed in Gujarat 
for few days out of respect for the sentiment of the Jain community, which has a sizable 
population in the State. 

4. Further, after re-examination of the Hon'ble Supreme Court Judgement dated 
14.03.2008, it is very clear that in no way whatsoever the Hon'ble Supreme Court has 
implicates that the same is to be done across the country or at any other state or place. The 
Judgement passed is in respect of the specific resolution of the Municipal Corporation of 
Ahmedabad. 

5. Therefore, in view of the above, the circular requesting for the closure of slaughter 
houses on the auspicious occasion of Paryushan Parva from 15.08.2020 to 24.08.2020 dated 
06.08.2020 stands withdrawn. However, the advisory will remain valid for Municipal 
Corporation of Ahmedabad, Gujarat only for which Hon'ble Supreme Court has passed the 
order. 

Yours Sincerely 

~utffi) 
Secretary 

CC to: 






























